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Introduction

The book "Bodytime-Leib und Zeit bei Burnout und in anderen Grenzerfahrungen", edited by Reinhold Esterbauer, Andrea Paletta, Philipp Schmidt und David Duncan published by Karl Alber is an outstanding collection of contributions with the topics body-and time-experience during burnout and further existential experiences.

The concepts of "body" and "time" embody phenomenons, which in modernism have become subjects of theoretical and practical discourse in various heterogenous scientific disciplines (philosophy, phenomenology, pedagogy, sports science, dance therapy, sociology) for therapeutic and prophylactic interventions on a disciplinary as well as inter- and transdisciplinary level [1,2]. The focus of interest lies on analysis models and experience dynamics of opposing and correlating 'proper times' for aesthetic forms of temporal complexity. Against this background, the respecting publication presents first results on the project „Bodytime – An interdisiciplinary inquiry on regular body rhythm and its dysfunctions" in an appealing, substantially differentiated and linguistically sophisticated manner. Compiled on 352 pages, the volume comprises 16 papers divided into three sections: (a) "Bodily constitution of time", (b) "Time Dimensionality of Bodiliness" and (c) "Dysfunctional Time Dynamics and Burnout". The first section discusses the fundamental philosophical questions of body, time, experience and spaciality from a transzendental phenomenological perspective (e.g. Husserl [3], an existence- and body-phenomenological position (e.g. Heidegger), as well as from a position of practical philosophy (Schopenhauer, Levinas [4]. Specific theoretical positions of selected authors are being addressed, examined, challenged and discussed in contrast to selected models.

The second section approaches questions of "Acceleration and Age as a Body-Time-Phenomenon", "Characteristics of Life Ages and Life Phases" (e.g. Viktor von Weizäcker [5] and "Biographical Reconstruction and Bodily Experience" (e.g. fatigue, exhaustion, time deprivation) ensuing from perspectives of various disciplines (e.g. sociology, naturalism, pedagogy [6]. The third section addresses dysfunctions of body time (e.g. burnout, deprivation of freedom) by introducing qualitative studies lead by Andrea Paletta, which are based on interviews, diary entries, motion-analytical diagnostic procedures and methods of dance therapy, investigating primarily individual timely experience (proper time, intersubjective time, drive) and burnout. The respective results are of particular importance with respect to strategies for burnout prophylaxis and therapy. To conclude, the volume at hand is theoretically and practically perfectly compatible with the current scientific discourse regarding the complex topic of "body time". Not only due to the fact that it reviews heterogenous theoretical positions, confronts them with one other and gives an outlook on necessary future research, but likewise due to the volume's variety of topics and perspectives, it is particularly recommendable.
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